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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces a new ‘supply-push’ instrument for foreign aid, to be used together
with an instrumental variable estimator that filters out unobserved common factors. We
use this instrument to study the effects of aid on macroeconomic ratios, and especially
the ratios of consumption, investment, imports and exports to GDP. We cannot reject
the hypothesis that aid is fully absorbed rather than used to build foreign reserves or
exiting as capital flight, nor do we find evidence of Dutch Disease effects. Aid leads to
higher consumption, while the evidence that it promotes investment is less robust.
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1 Introduction

A large empirical literature studies the effects of aid on growth using cross-country
data. It is fair to say that even its strongest adherents recognize the difficulties of
interpreting the results. Researchers studying the effect of aid on growth must contend
with the endogeneity of aid, the high persistence of output, the uncertain determinants of
growth rates, nonlinear effects of aid, biases from measurement error, and the likelihood
of substantial cross-country heterogeneity in the effects of aid. Moreover, since aid is
given in many different forms and with a variety of motives, these regressions invite
concerns that are not purely statistical. For its detractors, this literature uses unreliable
data to arrive at fragile answers to the wrong question.

These criticisms may seem decisive, but some important questions are hard to answer
without cross-country data. In this paper, we seek to advance the literature in two ways.
First, we introduce a new ‘supply-push’ instrument for aid, to be used together with
an instrumental variables estimator that filters out unobserved common factors, even
when their effects differ across countries. In principle, this combination of instrument
and estimator will identify the causal effect of aid under more general conditions than
existing approaches. It could be applied to a wide range of aid-related questions in
future research.

Second, we shift the focus to whether and how foreign aid is absorbed by the
domestic economy. Aid, as a capital transfer, is not part of measured GDP. The aid
could be absorbed, by allowing increased domestic expenditure, but this is not the only
possibility. The capital transfer may be offset by a corresponding capital outflow, or
used to accumulate foreign exchange reserves. Some of the aid flows recorded by donors
may not correspond to genuine transfers, since they may have been spent on technical
assistance provided by foreign consultants, without ever reaching the recipient. In all
these cases, aid is not absorbed by the domestic economy. For absorption to take
place, domestic expenditure must increase relative to domestic production, implying an
increase in net imports. Hence, we begin by examining the causal effect of aid on net
imports.

We are also interested in how absorption takes place. Absorption requires an increase
in at least one of the components of domestic final expenditure: household consumption,
government consumption, and gross investment. We study the effects of aid on the
ratios of these components to GDP, in the short run and the long run. This should
help us to understand the potential effects of aid. For example, if aid improves the
investment climate, we would expect to see an increase in investment relative to GDP.
We will argue that the effects of aid on macroeconomic ratios are inherently easier to
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study than the effects on steady-state GDP levels or growth rates.
The well-known identification problem in the cross-country literature is that aid is

not randomly assigned. To address this problem, we introduce a supply-push instrument.
It is based on the idea that the exposure of recipients to changes in donor budgets varies
across recipients. Consider two aid recipients, A and B, and a single donor. Country
A accounts for a larger share of aid from the donor, and this greater exposure persists
over time. In that case, when the donor’s budget increases for some exogenous reason,
the movement in aid is larger for country A than for country B, driven solely by the
changing supply of aid. This suggests the following instrument: we can construct a
synthetic measure of aid at each date t, based on each country’s share of aid in a donor
budget at some initial date t0, multiplied by the current donor budget at date t.

To give a specific example, consider the two donors Britain and France. When Bri-
tain’s total aid budget increases relative to that of France, former British colonies are
likely to see an increase in aid received, relative to former French colonies. More gener-
ally, there will often be long-term connections between particular donors and recipients,
so that recipients are more exposed to variation in some donor budgets than others.
It is this form of variation that our synthetic measure will capture, isolating it from
variation driven by the particular circumstances of individual aid recipients. In other
words, we look for exogenous changes in aid receipts that are driven by changes in total
donor budgets. We call this a supply-push instrument; it is closely related to the work
of Bartik (1991) on regional economics and Card (2001) on the labor market effects
of immigration. As in the immigration setting, the origins and destinations of flows of
aid are large in number, and this makes it unlikely that the instrument — a weighted
average of many donor budgets — will be correlated with time-varying recipient-specific
circumstances. We discuss this further below.

A remaining objection to the supply-push instrument is that, in practice, donor
budgets will be influenced by forces that are common to many recipients. For example,
the state of world economic conditions is likely to affect donor generosity, and also
the economic outcomes of poor countries. This could also be true of other global
events or trends, ranging from climate conditions to political developments, such as
the democratizations of the 1990s. Drawing on recent work in the panel time series
literature, these forces can be seen as unobserved common factors with loadings that
differ across countries. We filter out the common factors using an instrumental-variable
version of a common correlated effects (CCE) estimator. This class of estimators was
introduced by Pesaran (2006) and extended to instrumental variables by Harding and
Lamarche (2011). Once the factors have been filtered out, an argument that our
instrument could be (statistically) endogenous is harder to construct.
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The combination of the instrument and CCE estimators proves informative in our
application. We find that aid is at least partially absorbed, reflected in significant
increases in net imports. In fact, we cannot reject the hypothesis that aid leads to
a one-for-one increase in net imports, corresponding to full absorption. This occurs
mainly through an increase in imports rather than a decline in exports, and hence we
do not find any symptoms of Dutch Disease. These findings hold across a range of
estimators and robustness checks. There is similarly robust evidence that aid leads to
increases in total consumption. This appears to be driven primarily by increases in
household consumption, but those estimates are less precise unless we exclude outliers.
The evidence that aid promotes investment is weaker. In some models, aid has a delayed
effect on investment, but these results are not robust to alternative estimation methods
or the exclusion of outliers. Hence the balance of evidence is that aid is absorbed at
least partially, and this is achieved by increases in consumption and imports relative to
output.

The paper has the following structure. In section 2, we sketch various possible
relationships between aid and macroeconomic ratios. Section 3 explains the approach
to estimation and how it relates to the previous literature. Section 4 describes the data.
In section 5, we first analyze whether aid is absorbed, and whether there are Dutch
Disease effects, before studying how aid is absorbed. Section 6 presents a number of
robustness checks, before section 7 concludes.

2 Aid and macroeconomic ratios

In this section we set out the main ideas of the paper. From a national accounts
perspective, foreign aid is a capital transfer which does not contribute directly to GDP,
but in principle allows an increase in domestic expenditure on final goods and services,
relative to domestic production. As we noted above, this is not the only possibility, since
aid may alternatively be used to accumulate foreign reserves, or lead to a capital outflow.
Some aid may be devoted to forms of technical assistance which fund consultants from
the donor country, with no direct effect on the aid recipient’s domestic expenditure.

Domestic absorption is typically defined as the sum of household consumption, gross
investment, and government consumption. We are interested in (1) whether aid is
reflected in higher domestic expenditure on final good and services, and (2) which
expenditure components are the most affected. Our models allow the effect of aid
in the long run to differ from that in the short run. This helps to clarify what is at
stake in the paper. We show that aid is generally absorbed — it increases expenditure
relative to output — but also find that consumption responds more strongly to aid than
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investment. When we look at effects on exports, we do not uncover any symptoms of
Dutch Disease. These results do not establish whether or not aid is ‘effective’, a hard
task for a single paper, but they do contribute new evidence to several of the relevant
debates.

We start with the question of what it means for aid to be fully absorbed. It helps
to note the basic GDP identity:

Y ≡ C + I +G+X −M

where Y is GDP, C is household consumption, I is gross investment (private and public),
G is government consumption, X is exports andM is imports. At the risk of stating the
obvious, the identity should not be interpreted as a theory of how GDP is determined.
It says only that the distinct uses of output (C, I,G,X) must sum to the total amount
of output available: GDP plus imports, or Y + M . Our paper does not examine how
output or productivity are determined, but how aid influences the different components
of expenditure.

For aid to be absorbed, at least one of C, I or G must increase, along with their
total. If they increase relative to GDP, the identity implies that the ratio of net imports
to GDP, (M − X)/Y , must also increase. There is nothing problematic about this;
it is what must happen if aid is to permit greater domestic expenditure relative to
the domestic production of goods and services.1 In the short run, if aid received by a
country is entirely devoted to higher domestic expenditure on final goods and services,
net imports will rise one-for-one with aid. If the response of net imports is smaller than
this, aid absorption is only partial.

To study absorption, we take macroeconomic ratios, such as C/Y, I/Y,G/Y and
(M −X)/Y , as our dependent variables. The way aid is absorbed might differ between
the short and the long run. For instance, in the short run, aid might be used to build
foreign exchange reserves which are used to finance higher expenditure only later, so that
full absorption is temporarily postponed.2 More generally, the relationships between aid
and macroeconomic ratios could be complicated over longer time horizons. As the aid is
spent, this will have indirect effects on the evolution of expenditure components relative
to output. For example, if aid is spent in ways that greatly improve the investment
climate, the long-run effect of aid on the investment rate could be much larger than

1In the terminology of Aiyar et al. (2006), the quantity M − X is the non-aid current account
deficit. For more on aid absorption see Aiyar et al. (2006), Aiyar and Ruthbah (2008), Berg et al.
(2010), Hansen and Headey (2010) and Hussain et al. (2009).

2Berg et al. (2010) and Hussain et al. (2009) analyze these decisions in detail, emphasizing that
absorption outcomes will typically be influenced by the actions of both the fiscal authority and the
central bank, with scope for these to pull in different directions.
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the short-run effect. Or consider what happens if donor funds are spent on external
consultants, with limited consequences for the aid recipient’s domestic expenditure:
short-run absorption will be zero, but technical advice may later be reflected in economic
policies and hence in macroeconomic ratios. Our empirical analysis will distinguish
between short-run and long-run effects, where the latter are estimated using dynamic
models.

It is interesting to consider the predictions about absorption made by macroeconomic
models, including the one-sector Ramsey model. If aid takes the form of grants made
direct to households, as in Obstfeld (1999), then a permanent increase in aid raises
the investment ratio in the short run, but not in the long run. Aid promotes faster
convergence to the steady-state, but the long-run levels of the capital stock and GDP
are invariant to aid. Along the balanced growth path, all aid is consumed. From a
national accounts perspective, consumption is higher while investment and GDP are
unchanged, and the increase in steady-state consumption is permitted by imports of
the final good. This implies that when the ratio of aid to GDP increases permanently,
the long-run C/Y and (M − X)/Y ratios increase by the same absolute number of
percentage points, leaving the other ratios unchanged.

The effects are more complicated in a two-sector model, such as a dynamic version of
the dependent economy model, with traded and non-traded goods. In standard versions
of that model, the relative price of non-traded goods is invariant to aid in the long run.3

The effects on gross investment and exports are more complicated. Brock and Turnovsky
(1994) and Brock (1996) showed that a small open economy’s long-run adjustment to
aid will depend on the relative capital intensities of the traded and non-traded sectors.
If aid increases demand for traded and non-traded goods, domestic output of the latter
must expand; this attracts capital and labour into the non-traded sector. With a long-
run relative price that is invariant to the transfer, restoring equilibrium will require the
steady-state capital stock (and hence gross investment) to be either higher or lower,
depending on whether non-traded or traded production is most capital intensive. This
suggests that aid could be associated with higher or lower gross investment in the long
run.

The theoretical predictions of macroeconomic models are useful from a statistical
point of view. Models with balanced growth paths typically predict that the long-
run ratios of consumption and investment to output are stable functions of structural
parameters. King et al. (1991) emphasized that shocks to productivity will lead to a

3In models with two sectors and two factors, with sectoral factor mobility and international capital
mobility, the long-run relative price depends solely on supply conditions; see, for example, Obstfeld and
Rogoff (1996, section 4.2). For more on the dependent economy model, see chapter 4 of Turnovsky
(1997).
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common stochastic trend in consumption, investment and output, while the long-run
ratios will be mean stationary. If these results are extended to a case with permanent
international transfers, the long-run ratio of consumption to output will be the sum of
two terms: a stable function of structural parameters, which we can treat as a fixed
effect, and a linear function of the ratio of aid to GDP. By working in terms of ratios
to GDP, we stay close to theoretical predictions while avoiding the problems of non-
stationarity that would be raised by alternative explanatory variables, such as aid per
capita.4

A remaining issue is that, although dividing variables by GDP is natural and stat-
istically convenient, it risks inducing correlations between variables that were originally
unrelated, giving rise to ‘false positives’. There are several reasons to discount this
possibility in our case. One of the most important is the pattern of results across the
different macroeconomic ratios: we consistently find effects of aid on some ratios and
not others, where the pattern conforms with the predictions of theoretical models, and
where the effect sizes have plausible magnitudes. To generate this pattern, a story
based on spurious correlations would have to be somewhat contrived. Other reasons to
be wary of that explanation include the results from first-differenced models, and from
an alternative approach which expresses dependent variables in logarithms and includes
the logarithm of GDP as an explanatory variable; and the robustness of the results to
including the reciprocal of GDP as an explanatory variable. All of this will be discussed
later in the paper.

There are some econometric advantages to studying the effects of aid on absorption,
rather than more conventional outcomes like growth. First, the relationships between
macroeconomic ratios and aid intensity are likely to be linear, for the reasons just
discussed. Second, aid is sometimes justified precisely as improving the conditions for
domestic investment, an effect that might be relatively visible in the data. If we see
consumption and investment as jump variables, they can respond quickly to changes
in aid; in contrast, GDP is a function of state variables, and long-term development
benefits may be harder to detect in the data than short-run responses. Third, growth
researchers have to contend with the possibility of slow convergence and a unit root in
the technology process, and hence a high degree of persistence of GDP. In contrast, the
macroeconomic ratios we study are more likely to be stationary, and less persistent than
GDP. Hence, it may be easier to establish reliable findings in our setting than in the
case of aid and growth. Overall, given the many problems of aid-and-growth studies,

4To make this point more explicitly, a model with a macroeconomic ratio on the left-hand-side, and
aid per capita on the right-hand-side, would be likely to be unbalanced, in that the orders of integration
would differ.
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there is a case for a narrower focus.5

3 Methods

With these arguments in mind, we study the effects of aid on macroeconomic ratios.
The endogeneity problem arising from the non-random allocation of aid is a central issue.
Even in a model that controls for country and time fixed effects, it is likely that aid flows
and outcome variables are jointly influenced by one or more variables that are not readily
measured, and hence will be omitted from the regression. A conventional instrumental
variable approach can address this, but only if the instrument is uncorrelated with the
error term. We are interested in achieving identification even when the error term
may include a number of latent common factors, with factor loadings that vary across
countries. This is a natural structure in the current context, where aid flows and
macroeconomic outcomes are likely to be jointly influenced by hard-to-measure variables
such as world economic conditions and other global events or trends.

Our chosen instrument has a supply-push form. We instrument aid using a weighted
average of donor budgets, where the sets of weights are fixed over time but vary across
aid recipients. To make this more precise, we are interested in the case where a country-
specific time-varying variable Ait/Yit (aid received by country i at time t divided by
GDP) is instrumented by a synthetic predictor based on fixed shares of common ag-
gregates, such as donor budgets. In the case of aid with one donor, for instance,
we have (ai0Dt) /Yit, where Dt is the donor budget and ai0 is the share of recipi-
ent i in that donor’s aid budget at time zero. In the case of two donors, we have
(a1

i0D1t + a2
i0D2t) /Yit, and so on. In the general case of ND donors, the synthetic aid

measure is therefore AS
it/Yit ≡

(∑ND
d=1 a

d
i0Ddt

)
/Yit, where ad

i0 is the share of donor d’s
total aid disbursements that recipient i receives, calculated over an initial period that
is excluded from estimation, and Ddt is the total aid disbursement made by donor d in
period t.

In using this instrument, we are assuming that the total aid budgets of most donors
are not greatly influenced by the individual, time-varying circumstances of particular
countries. This seems a reasonable assumption for several reasons. Aid flows are in-
creasingly fragmented, as the number of significant donors has increased, and most
donors provide aid to a large number of countries.6 Even as early as the 1970s, the US
accounted for less than a quarter of total aid flows. This implies that, for the instru-

5Some of the relevant econometric issues are discussed in Roodman (2007a, 2007b) and Temple
(2010).

6The increasing fragmentation of aid is documented in, for example, Djankov et al. (2009), Easterly
(2007) and Knack and Rahman (2007).
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ment to be correlated with time-varying country circumstances, the total aid budgets
of multiple donors would need to respond simultaneously, and on a large scale, to that
country’s circumstances. For the 20 leading donors in our sample, the median number
of aid recipients, averaged over the sample period, is 94. Hence it seems implausible
that total aid budgets are responsive to the circumstances of individual recipients in
cases other than disaster and emergency relief.

The case of disaster and emergency relief is worth discussing in more detail. Even
broadly defined, humanitarian assistance accounts for a small share of global aid flows:
for 1995-2013, Qian (2015) finds that it ranged between 5% and 9% of official devel-
opment aid. Some humanitarian assistance is long-term rather than emergency-related,
and several of the major recipients are not in our data set — for example, Afghanistan,
Haiti, Iraq, Somalia, and the West Bank and Gaza Strip.7 Further, it is likely that
emergency relief will sometimes be met by reallocations within existing budgets, and
Qian (2015) finds little evidence that disasters have major effects on aid receipts. For
all of these reasons, we do not see strong grounds to reject the supply-push approach
on this basis.

Importantly, we go beyond applications elsewhere, and strengthen the case for re-
garding the instrument as strictly exogenous, by allowing for latent factors with hetero-
geneous effects. Imagine the process generating the macroeconomic outcome of interest
Qit/Yit is given by:

Qit/Yit = β (Ait/Yit) + εit (1)

εit = φift + uit (2)

where ft is a vector of unobserved common factors (including, say, world economic
conditions) and φi is a set of factor loadings which may vary across countries. This
multifactor error structure nests both conventional fixed effects (where one common
factor is time-invariant) and conventional period effects (where loadings on one time-
varying factor are the same across countries) as special cases. The greater generality
of this structure has made it a focus of recent research in econometric theory, and
applications have begun to emerge in a variety of fields, as we note below.

We will assume that we do not have observable proxies for the common factors or
their loadings. This means there are two possible sources of endogeneity: aid might be
correlated with the effects of the omitted factors, the φift, or with the country-specific
shock uit. For a conventional fixed-effects IV estimator to be consistent, we would need

7Major recipients of humanitarian assistance in recent years are listed in Development Initiatives
(2014). Their figure 8.7 indicates that humanitarian aid accounted for roughly 10% of aid from OECD
DAC donors in 2004-2013.
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our supply-push instrument AS
it/Yit to be uncorrelated with both, and hence with εit.

This could easily be questioned. For example, it is plausible that donor budgets will be
correlated with world economic conditions and trends which also influence macroeco-
nomic ratios in individual aid recipients. In that case a supply-push instrument will be
correlated with φift even if there is no correlation with uit.

This suggests the need to go beyond conventional IV estimation. We will present
results which filter out the common factors using the approach of Pesaran (2006). His
paper introduced common correlated effect (CCE) estimators for panel data. This class
of estimators proxies for the combined effects of common factors using weighted averages
of the cross-section averages of the observable variables, where the weights are estimated
from the data and vary across countries. This is done by augmenting the regression with
cross-section averages of the dependent variable and of the explanatory variables, all
with country-specific coefficients. The CCE approach has been extended to the case of
instrumental variables by Harding and Lamarche (2011), yielding a CCE IV estimator.
We report the results from several methods, but give most emphasis to the CCE IV
estimator, as the one most likely to yield consistent estimates. Recent applications of
CCE estimators include Baltagi and Li (2014), Bond et al. (2010), Eberhardt et al.
(2013), Holly et al. (2010) and Imbs et al. (2011).

The CCE approach can accommodate various forms of cross-section dependence,
and can perform relatively well even in small samples, and when the factors are non-
stationary.8 A remaining limitation of standard CCE approaches is that factor loadings
which are correlated with the regressors can lead to inconsistent estimates. This problem
does not arise when a suitable instrument is available: see Harding and Lamarche
(2011).9 They also present simulation evidence in which the CCE IV estimator performs
well even when the factor loadings are correlated with the regressors. If we denote our
instrument at time s by Zis, our maintained assumption is that E(Zisuit|φ, f) = 0, but
Zis may be correlated with φ or with f .

It is useful to contrast the multifactor error structure with the assumptions of con-
ventional fixed effects estimators. If the common factors had homogeneous effects, we
could have proxied for them using time dummies, the standard approach. Sometimes,
common factors with heterogeneous effects can be proxied by interacting time dummies
with observed, country-specific variables.10 Although that approach is more general

8Relevant papers include Chudik et al. (2011), Kapetanios et al. (2011), and Pesaran and Tosetti
(2011). For textbook presentations, see Hsiao (2015, pp. 342-344) or Söderbom et al. (2015, chapter
27).

9For a theoretical analysis of the pooled CCE estimator when factor loadings are correlated with
the regressors, see Westerlund and Urbain (2013).

10This latter approach, which Breinlich et al. (2014) call proportional time effects, has often been
used for sub-national data, but less often in cross-country research.
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than time dummies, it heavily restricts the structure of the unobserved, heterogeneous
factor loadings. The approach we adopt is more general, reflected in the larger number
of parameters in the models that we estimate.

The CCE IV estimator of Harding and Lamarche (2011) can be implemented us-
ing 2SLS. The difference from conventional 2SLS is that cross-section averages of the
observable variables are included in the first and second stage, with country-specific
coefficients. Note that the supply-push instrument itself has a factor structure: it is
a weighted average of donor budgets, with sets of weights (initial budget shares) that
vary across aid recipients. This raises a concern: perhaps the instrument will be elim-
inated from the first stage of 2SLS estimation when filtering out the common factors.
It is easy to show, however, that with one endogenous variable and one instrument, the
instrument is only eliminated from the first stage in two unlikely cases: either when
there is a single donor, or when the initial shares of aid recipients in donor budgets are
the same across donors.11 Since in practice there are multiple donors and budget shares
differ across donors, in principle our instrument will retain explanatory power in the first
stage, even conditional on the inclusion of cross-section means with country-specific
coefficients. Moreover, this is a testable assumption.

So far, we have said nothing about dynamic aspects of the specification. Pesaran
(2006, p. 975) notes that common feature dynamics across the units (here, countries)
are captured through the serial correlation structure of the common factors. But a
remaining concern with our initial-share instrument is that circumstances specific to
individual aid recipients, such as their domestic political developments, may be serially
correlated. For each country, the initial share in a donor’s budget may then be correlated
with shocks in some of the subsequent periods, which undermines the exogeneity of the
instrument. This potential limitation of the supply-push approach is acknowledged by
Card (2001, footnote 23). It is likely to be an especial concern for the earlier time
periods of the panel, and when there are relatively few time periods overall. Later in the
paper, we investigate the problem by dropping some of the early time periods from the
estimated model. This means that the initial share is measured some years before the
first time period used for estimation. When we do this, we find no warning signs that our
main results are substantially affected by underlying serial correlation in country-specific
circumstances.

A further advantage of our approach is worth discussion. One difficulty with the
study of aid is that estimated effects will often conflate the distinct effects of perman-
ent and temporary variation, in much the same way that early work on consumption

11Under the stated conditions, the instrument would be perfectly collinear within each country with
the cross-section mean of the instrument, and then identification fails.
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conflated the effects of permanent and transitory income (Carter 2015). From a policy
perspective, a researcher might be more interested in determining the effects of a per-
manent change in aid. One way to isolate those effects is to use an instrument that is
correlated with the permanent component and not with the transitory component; see,
for example, Deaton (1997, p. 352) for the consumption case. Since our instrument is
a weighted average of donor budgets, and individual donor budgets are relatively per-
sistent, our approach is likely to come closer than some precursors to estimating the
effects of permanent changes in aid.

Having described the relevant theory and our empirical approach, we now discuss
how the paper relates to previous work. Among recent cross-country studies, Clemens
et al. (2012) and Rajan and Subramanian (2008) are especially well known. Both
studies investigate the effect of aid on growth, but Clemens et al. (2012) argue that the
literature has failed to identify credible instruments. Since aid is unlikely to be randomly
assigned, either across countries or over time, the lack of an instrument has posed a
major problem. The solution that we adopt, the supply-push instrument, was first used
by Van de Sijpe (2010) to study the effect of aid on governance, but without allowing for
a multifactor error structure. A related synthetic measure of aid, but based on average
shares in donor budgets rather than initial shares, was used in Hodler and Raschky
(2014). Average shares in donor budgets may be affected by developments within a
recipient economy over the sample period, which weakens the case for exogeneity. We
sketch this argument in appendix A.

Perhaps the closest precursors to our paper are Nunn and Qian (2014) and, especially,
Werker et al. (2009). The latter paper uses a simpler form of supply-push instrument,
based on interacting the world oil price with a dummy for Muslim countries. The
argument is that aid flows from oil-rich countries (in particular, from Gulf states) to
Muslim aid recipients will be positively correlated with the world oil price. Werker et
al. study the effects of aid on a range of outcomes, and the findings in their Table 2
relate to how aid is absorbed. Those findings tally closely with ours. As in our paper,
they find a significant effect of aid on household consumption, where the estimated
effect is much larger in IV estimates. There is no evidence that aid leads to higher
government consumption; some evidence that aid promotes gross investment, but this
is not robust; no evidence that aid affects exports; but strong evidence that aid leads
to higher imports. Hence, although the two papers differ in significant respects, the
findings on how aid is absorbed are remarkably similar.

The papers differ in the choice of instrument, and the approach to estimation. One
benefit of our instrument is that we can study the effects of broadly-defined aid, whereas
studies based on natural experiments are informative about relatively narrow categories
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of aid. For example, the Werker et al. findings are most informative about the effects of
unconditional grants from Gulf oil exporters to Muslim aid recipients, while the Nunn and
Qian approach is currently restricted to US food aid.12 As for the estimation method,
the CCE estimators that we adopt should be consistent under more general conditions
than the standard approaches in the literature. Although some papers include robustness
tests which correspond to searching for observable proxies for φift, the CCE approach
is more general, because it does not require the common factors or their heterogeneous
loadings to be observable.

Our approach is also related to other work on aid using instrumental variables,
including Galiani et al. (2015), Jarotschkin and Kraay (2015) and especially Tavares
(2003). The latter paper used the geographic distance between recipients and donors,
and whether or not they share a common border, language or religion, to instrument
for aid, since bilateral connections between donors and recipients are likely to influence
aid flows. In our approach, the initial shares in donor budgets can be interpreted as
proxying for connections between donors and recipients, while remaining more agnostic
than Tavares about the potential sources of these connections. Put differently, we infer
connections from the aid data itself, rather than relying on sets of connections that are
already known and observable to the econometrician.

4 Data

Our models will be estimated using three-year averaged data for the period 1971-2012.13

To construct the synthetic aid measure that we use as an instrument, we need the initial
shares of aid recipients in donor budgets. These initial shares will be based on the period
1960-1970.

Our aid variable is taken from Table 2a of the standard OECD Development As-
sistance Committee (DAC) data tables. We follow Arndt, Jones and Tarp (2010) in
our treatment of some missing values: they argue that some apparently missing values
in fact correspond to zeroes. In each year, we turn missing recipient-donor-year aid to
zero for combinations of recipients that receive aid from at least one donor in that year

12Nunn and Qian (2014) study the effect of US food aid on conflict in recipient countries. They
instrument wheat aid received from the US with an interaction of one-period-lagged US wheat pro-
duction and the fraction of years in the sample in which a country has received food aid from the
US.

13The cross-country literature often uses four-year or five-year averages, but those choices would
leave us with a relatively short time dimension, given that the CCE estimators require country-specific
coefficients for each cross-section mean. Moving in the opposite direction, to annual data, would also
have disadvantages: we would need to estimate models with a more complicated dynamic structure,
sitting uneasily with the use of both our instrument and CCE estimators.
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and donors that disburse aid to at least one recipient in that year. Aid in recipient-year
format is found by keeping the entries that list ‘All donors, total’ as a donor. Our focus
is on net aid disbursements.

Our synthetic measure for aid is constructed in the following way from the DAC’s
recipient-donor-year data. For each donor, we calculate the average of the annual
shares of a given recipient country in a donor’s aid for the years 1960-1970 (this yields
ad

i0), and multiply this by the donor’s current budget (Ddt, the sum of the donor’s aid
disbursements over all recipient countries in period t).14 We then sum these numbers
across donors to get AS

it = ∑ND
d=1 a

d
i0Ddt. For each recipient country, this yields the aid

that the recipient would have received at each date, had its shares in the various donor
budgets remained constant, and hence equal to the 1960-1970 average shares. It is this
time-varying, synthetic measure of aid that we use to instrument for aid in panel data
regressions. Both the endogenous aid variable and the instrument in the regressions will
be measured relative to GDP. Our GDP data, and the other macroeconomic variables
used in the regressions, are extracted from online World Bank data files using the
wbopendata software for Stata (Azevedo, 2011).

The dependent variables considered will include household consumption, government
consumption, gross capital formation, imports and exports, again relative to GDP.15

Net imports are defined as imports minus exports. In the recipient-year data, before
collapsing to three-year averages, observations for these variables are turned to missing
whenever at least one of the other variables of the GDP identity is missing. This keeps
the sample consistent across the different dependent variables we consider below. We
exclude countries with small populations (fewer than 500,000 people in the first period
of the sample). In our final data set, the available expenditure components sum to total
GDP, or very close to GDP, for each country-period observation.16

A final data issue is that, in a small number of cases, the distinctions between
recipients and donors are blurred. Countries such as Cyprus, Israel, Saudi Arabia, South

14For a small percentage of observations the numerator in these annual shares (aid received by
country i from donor d in each year) or the denominator (total aid disbursed by donor d in each year)
are negative. Hence, before we calculate the annual shares, negative values for the numerator are
changed to zero, and the denominator is recalculated by summing the non-negative numerators over
all recipients.

15Since a linear combination of these dependent variables equals unity by construction, the model for
one of the dependent variables will be statistically redundant when the covariates are the same across
the regressions. Put differently, as long as the models include the same covariates, the sum of the
effects of aid on C/Y, I/Y and G/Y should equal the effect of aid on (M −X)/Y . This will hold in
our FE and FE IV results, but not in our CCE estimates, because the latter include the cross-sectional
mean of the dependent variable, which differs across models. For ease of interpretation, we report
results for each of the dependent variables.

16Only one country-period observation, for Mali in 2004-6, shows a discrepancy larger than 1% of
GDP. Dropping this observation makes little difference to our results.
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Korea, Thailand and Turkey have taken both roles at one time or another. Since these
are relatively small donors in global terms, we do not investigate this in detail, but a
later robustness check will restrict attention to the ten largest donors.

5 Results

For each dependent variable, we report eight regressions. For reference purposes, we
report FE and pooled CCE results that do not instrument for aid. We report estimates
for static models, and dynamic models that include a lagged dependent variable.17 The
standard errors that we report are heteroskedasticity-robust and clustered by country,
and we make a small-sample adjustment to take into account the large number of
estimated parameters. In experiments, we compared adjusted standard errors to those
obtained from a non-parametric block bootstrap, given that the asymptotic distribution
of pooled CCE-type estimators is non-standard (Pesaran, 2006) and the asymptotic
variance of the CCE IV estimator introduced in Harding and Lamarche (2011) has not
yet been studied. The bootstrapped standard errors are noticeably larger than the
conventional standard errors in some cases, and smaller in others. Hence, in the case
of CCE IV estimates of dynamic models, we also report bootstrapped, bias-corrected
90% confidence intervals for the long-run effect, based on the BCa method (see, for
example, Davison and Hinkley, 1997, pp. 203-211). Our main findings obtain under
either approach to inference.

We noted earlier that the short-run response of macroeconomic ratios to aid could
be modest, but the long-run effects larger. The inclusion of a lagged dependent variable
is one way to capture this, with the usual partial adjustment interpretation. Whenever
the estimated model is dynamic, we report the long-run effect of aid on the ratio of
interest, with a standard error approximated by the delta method; but since long-run
effects correspond to ratios of parameters, their estimates are likely to be imprecise. We
note that CCE-type estimators are consistent in dynamic panel data models under more
restrictive assumptions than in the static case (Chudik and Pesaran, forthcoming, and
Everaert and De Groote, forthcoming) and we give more emphasis to the results from
static models.18 The use of three-year averages implies that, even in these models, we

17The sample for each of the eight regressions consists of the observations that are included in the
CCE IV estimation of the dynamic model. Since CCE IV estimation of the dynamic model requires
estimating five country-specific parameters (one country fixed effect and four factor loadings for the
cross-section means) only countries with at least six observations are retained in the sample. In our
main sets of estimates, we have 13 or 14 time series observations for many countries, with a maximum
of 14.

18Hayakawa et al. (2014) introduces an estimator for dynamic panel data models with a multifactor
error structure, but it requires the regressors other than the lagged dependent variable to be strictly
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Table 1: Aid and net imports

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.545∗∗∗ 0.315∗∗∗ 0.628∗∗∗ 0.479∗∗∗

(0.113) (0.0745) (0.123) (0.117)

Lagged dep. variable 0.575∗∗∗ 0.440∗∗∗

(0.0399) (0.0842)

Long-run effect aid 0.741∗∗∗ 0.856∗∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.167 0.200
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid 0.772∗∗∗ 0.555∗∗∗ 1.085∗∗∗ 0.991∗∗

(0.217) (0.169) (0.285) (0.390)

Lagged dep. variable 0.548∗∗∗ 0.358∗∗∗

(0.0516) (0.102)

Long-run effect aid 1.227∗∗∗ 1.543∗∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.289 0.513
BCa [0.73,1.83] [0.99, 2.92]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 19.27 18.14 13.45
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.009 0.014
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: Dependent variable is net imports. All variables expressed relative to GDP. Fixed effects (FE),
fixed effects IV (FE IV), common correlated effects (CCE) and common correlated effects IV (CCE
IV) results, three-year averaged data, 1971-2012. IV regressions carried out using xtivreg2 for Stata
(Schaffer, 2010). FE and FE IV regressions allow for country and time fixed effects, coefficients not
reported. Country-specific coefficients on cross-section means in CCE and CCE IV regressions not
reported. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered by country and corrected for degrees of
freedom, in brackets. Standard errors (SE) for the long-run effects obtained via the delta method. ∗, ∗∗,
and ∗∗∗ denote significance at 10, 5 and 1%, respectively. BCa shows a bias-corrected-and-accelerated
90% confidence interval obtained from a non-parametric block bootstrap. Underidentification shows
the p-value of the Kleibergen and Paap (2006) LM test for underidentification.
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allow the absorption process to extend over several years, as seems likely.
Before we turn to the results, note that the effects of instrumenting for aid, and

allowing for common factors, are likely to vary across the dependent variables. The
effect of instrumenting will depend on the extent to which aid allocation is non-random.
Macroeconomic ratios are likely to differ in their sensitivity to particular types of aid-
relevant shocks, and hence there is scope for the effects of instrumenting to change
with the dependent variable. Likewise, allowing for common factors with heterogeneous
loadings will have effects that vary across the dependent variables, depending on their
sensitivity to these common factors, and the extent to which aid is correlated with the
common factors within countries.

We first study the effects of aid on trade-related variables, starting with net imports.
Recall that net imports must increase if aid is to be absorbed. If the net import share rises
one-for-one with the aid share, this should assuage concerns that aid is diverted abroad
(capital flight) or primarily used to accumulate foreign exchange reserves. The relevant
results are shown in Table 1. In our IV estimates, we cannot reject the hypothesis that
aid is fully absorbed domestically. The coefficient on aid is large, significantly different
from zero, and not significantly different from unity, both in static models and in the
long run derived from dynamic models. The contrast with the upper row of estimates
is instructive: in the absence of an instrument, the evidence that aid is fully absorbed
is much weaker.

We can also investigate whether there are symptoms of aid-driven Dutch Disease.
The underlying idea is that an increase in domestic expenditure will often fall partly
on non-traded goods. At least in the short run, this will increase their price relative to
traded goods, given that the prices of the latter are determined by world markets and
hence exogenous. As the relative price of non-traded goods increases, this will tend
to attract labour and other mobile factors into the non-traded sector, raising costs in
the traded sector: this shifts the supply curve inwards in the traded sector, leading to
a decline in exports. The effect arises because international transfers augment income
without directly augmenting productive capacity. By studying the effects of aid on
imports and exports, we can get a sense of whether Dutch Disease effects may be at
work.19

Tables 2 and 3 show the effects of aid intensity on import and export shares respect-
ively. The results for the import share are similar to those for the net import share, with

exogenous. Moon and Weidner (2013) develop an estimator for dynamic panels that can accommodate
interactive fixed effects and endogenous regressors, but it treats the number of factors as known, and
would be more complicated to implement than our approach.

19In models in which the capital stock is endogenous, a pure transfer may have no long-run relative
price effects, but exports will be lower in equilibrium, because imports are financed partly by the
transfer. See Cerra et al. (2009, p. 149).
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Table 2: Aid and imports

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.491∗∗∗ 0.343∗∗∗ 0.609∗∗∗ 0.407∗∗∗

(0.109) (0.0692) (0.100) (0.0879)

Lagged dep. variable 0.682∗∗∗ 0.607∗∗∗

(0.0481) (0.0642)

Long-run effect aid 1.080∗∗∗ 1.037∗∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.232 0.243
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid 0.123 0.451∗∗∗ 0.622∗∗∗ 0.655∗∗∗

(0.336) (0.145) (0.210) (0.187)

Lagged dep. variable 0.677∗∗∗ 0.413∗∗∗

(0.0491) (0.0877)

Long-run effect aid 1.395∗∗∗ 1.115∗∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.441 0.385
BCa [0.33, 1.18] [0.52,2.44]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 21.00 29.27 19.52
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.019 0.006
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is imports.

the exception of the static model estimated by FE IV. A strong positive effect of aid is
found in the two CCE IV regressions in particular. In contrast, we do not find a clear-cut
effect of aid on the export share. In the FE IV estimates of a static model, aid has a
negative effect on the export share which is significant at the 10% level, but this finding
is not robust to alternative models and estimators. In the dynamic FE IV estimates,
and the two sets of CCE IV estimates, we cannot reject the hypothesis that aid has no
effect on the export share. This does not rule out Dutch Disease – for that, we would
need to find zeroes estimated with greater precision – but nor is there robust evidence
that aid adversely affects exports. This is consistent with Jarotschkin and Kraay (2015),
who find little evidence that aid leads to real exchange rate appreciations.

We now study the relationships between aid and other macroeconomic ratios, start-
ing with the effect of aid on total consumption. We define this as the sum of household
and government consumption (C + G). While household and government consump-
tion are distinct concepts, there are sectors such as education and health where the
distinction is somewhat artificial for welfare purposes, given a mix of public and private
provision. The results are shown in Table 4 and suggest that aid has a large positive
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Table 3: Aid and exports

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid -0.0541 0.0852∗ 0.0396 0.0416
(0.106) (0.0465) (0.0946) (0.0805)

Lagged dep. variable 0.760∗∗∗ 0.520∗∗∗

(0.0409) (0.0537)

Long-run effect aid 0.356∗ 0.0867
Long-run effect SE 0.207 0.169
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid -0.649∗ 0.0176 -0.0464 0.196
(0.357) (0.130) (0.267) (0.216)

Lagged dep. variable 0.757∗∗∗ 0.433∗∗∗

(0.0418) (0.0837)

Long-run effect aid 0.0727 0.346
Long-run effect SE 0.538 0.402
BCa [-0.40,0.53] [-0.37,1.16]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 18.21 30.69 30.97
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.018 0.012
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is exports.

effect on total consumption. The difference made by instrumental variables can be seen
clearly, by comparing the upper row of estimates with the lower row. Compared to the
FE and CCE estimates, the point estimates from IV estimators suggest much larger
effects of aid on total consumption. We should avoid over-interpreting this, because the
differences are not statistically significant. Nevertheless, it is easy to see how this pat-
tern could arise in the within variation. Aid may respond positively to country-specific
circumstances which lower total consumption, such as adverse shocks. By instrument-
ing aid we alleviate this source of bias, and find much larger effects of aid on total
consumption.

When we study the effects of aid on household consumption, the estimates are
generally similar to those we find for total consumption, but less precise. These results
are shown in Table 5. The use of an instrument again increases the estimated effect of
aid. We find much less evidence that aid influences government consumption, as Table
6 shows. These results are similar to those found by Werker et al. (2009, Table 2) using
a different instrument.

Aid has often been characterized as primarily government-to-government transfers.
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Table 4: Aid and total consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.391∗∗∗ 0.137∗ 0.489∗∗∗ 0.283∗∗∗

(0.131) (0.0764) (0.130) (0.102)

Lagged dep. variable 0.624∗∗∗ 0.516∗∗∗

(0.0341) (0.0517)

Long-run effect aid 0.364∗ 0.585∗∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.185 0.193
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid 0.695∗∗∗ 0.272∗∗ 0.662∗∗ 0.429∗

(0.245) (0.133) (0.284) (0.248)

Lagged dep. variable 0.606∗∗∗ 0.447∗∗∗

(0.0393) (0.0607)

Long-run effect aid 0.690∗∗ 0.775∗

Long-run effect SE 0.300 0.436
BCa [0.29,1.22] [0.26,1.62]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 18.10 19.84 12.12
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.010 0.007
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is total consumption, the sum of household and govern-
ment consumption.

Our finding that a substantial fraction of aid is reflected in higher household consump-
tion, but not in higher government consumption, may therefore appear surprising. One
mechanism could be lower taxes: standard reasoning suggests that increased aid to
governments will not only be used to increase government purchases, but also to reduce
taxes (Kimbrough, 1986). It is also possible that recipient governments use aid to fin-
ance transfers for political ends. This assumption has been common in the literature, as
in Adam and O’Connell (1999), Boone (1996) and Hodler and Raschky (2014), among
others. Finally, a significant share of aid is given in ways which bypass domestic gov-
ernments, such as off-budget aid projects, or support for NGOs.20 In all of these cases,
household consumption is where the effect of aid is most likely to be manifested in the
national accounts.

Finally, we turn to the relationship between aid and gross investment as a share of
GDP. These results are shown in Table 7. The long-run effect of aid on the investment
rate is noticeably larger than the short-run effect and, when the instrument is used, the

20Van de Sijpe (2013) discusses off-budget aid in more detail.
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Table 5: Aid and household consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.337∗∗ 0.125∗ 0.381∗ 0.226∗

(0.142) (0.0694) (0.211) (0.123)

Lagged dep. variable 0.664∗∗∗ 0.535∗∗∗

(0.0282) (0.0477)

Long-run effect aid 0.373∗ 0.486∗

Long-run effect SE 0.197 0.264
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid 0.844∗∗ 0.309∗ 0.708 0.462
(0.370) (0.173) (0.435) (0.358)

Lagged dep. variable 0.645∗∗∗ 0.460∗∗∗

(0.0330) (0.0615)

Long-run effect aid 0.869∗ 0.856
Long-run effect SE 0.450 0.655
BCa [0.17,1.45] [0.12,2.02]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 17.86 18.18 11.84
Underidentification 0.001 0.002 0.006 0.006
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is household consumption.

estimated long-run effect is significant at the 5% (FE IV) or 10% (CCE IV) level. To
anticipate some of our later discussion, however, the investment results will turn out to
be less robust than the consumption results.21

We have not yet discussed the strength of our instrument. The tables report the
first-stage F-statistic as a guide, indicating the significance of the single excluded in-
strument.22 This approach has been widely used, but the conventional Stock and Yogo
(2005) benchmarks for first-stage F-statistics do not apply directly to panel data mod-
els. This is partly because the benchmarks assume i.i.d. errors. By considering a model
for a single time series, Bun and de Haan (2010) show that the standard benchmarks
for the first-stage F-statistic do not apply when the errors are serially correlated. In
their Monte Carlo simulations, a robust F-statistic tends to underestimate instrument

21This instability also obtained in the earlier working paper (Temple and Van de Sijpe, 2014). There,
we found some evidence of lagged effects of aid, but in our baseline results, we could not reject the
hypothesis that aid had no effect on investment. Those results were based on a smaller sample, 992
observations compared to 1099 observations here.

22Note that the first-stage F-statistic differs across tables for the CCE IV regressions. This is because
the CCE IV estimator includes the cross-sectional mean of the dependent variable with country-specific
coefficients in both the first and second stage, so the first-stage models differ across tables in this case.
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Table 6: Aid and government consumption

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.0541 -0.00931 0.105 0.0836
(0.0884) (0.0406) (0.0686) (0.0695)

Lagged dep. variable 0.716∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗∗

(0.0325) (0.0744)

Long-run effect aid -0.0328 0.146
Long-run effect SE 0.144 0.120
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid -0.149 -0.0538 -0.0583 -0.0339
(0.209) (0.0703) (0.150) (0.102)

Lagged dep. variable 0.721∗∗∗ 0.400∗∗∗

(0.0328) (0.0843)

Long-run effect aid -0.193 -0.0566
Long-run effect SE 0.260 0.172
BCa [-0.46,0.15] [-0.56,0.19]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 22.01 14.99 13.89
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.005 0.004
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is government consumption.

strength. It is not clear whether this is general or would extend to panels, and hence
our use of F-statistics is best seen as heuristic; this is also true of the Kleibergen and
Paap (2006) LM test for underidentification. In most cases, and especially in the static
CCE IV regressions, the first-stage robust F-statistic is reasonably high, and we do not
have grounds for concern about the strength of the instrument.

6 Robustness

In this section, we consider several alternative models and estimators. Most of these
can be interpreted as measures that will increase robustness – in the sense of making
biases less likely – at the expense of reduced efficiency. Our main conclusions continue
to find support, even when we make adjustments to the instrument that weaken its
explanatory power in the first stage. The estimates are summarized in Table 8, where
row 1 shows the main results from Tables 1-7 for ease of comparison.

In our main results, we followed much of the cross-country literature and excluded
countries with small populations. If, instead, we include these countries, we generally
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Table 7: Aid and gross capital formation

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE FE CCE CCE

Aid 0.154∗∗∗ 0.158∗∗∗ 0.123 0.172∗∗∗

(0.0580) (0.0369) (0.0749) (0.0599)

Lagged dep. variable 0.579∗∗∗ 0.462∗∗∗

(0.0459) (0.0584)

Long-run effect aid 0.375∗∗∗ 0.320∗∗

Long-run effect SE 0.110 0.125
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

(1) (2) (3) (4)
FE IV FE IV CCE IV CCE IV

Aid 0.0763 0.251∗∗ 0.279 0.442∗

(0.194) (0.122) (0.252) (0.237)

Lagged dep. variable 0.579∗∗∗ 0.368∗∗∗

(0.0474) (0.0795)

Long-run effect aid 0.596∗∗ 0.700∗

Long-run effect SE 0.288 0.394
BCa [-0.02,0.88] [0.29, 1.74]
First stage F-statistic 19.10 18.70 14.67 11.21
Underidentification 0.001 0.001 0.009 0.011
Countries 88 88 88 88
Observations 1099 1099 1099 1099

Note: See note Table 1. Dependent variable is gross capital formation.

find that the instrument becomes weaker in the first stage of 2SLS: see row 2 of the
table.23 A potential explanation is that, for aid recipients which account for small
and volatile shares of donor budgets, the share of a budget at an initial date may be
relatively uninformative about that recipient’s long-term exposure to changes in that
budget. Hence, we would expect our supply-push instrument to have more explanatory
power for aid for larger countries than for small ones. But despite the weakening of
the instrument, the second stage results are qualitatively similar to those we presented
earlier.

We next examine the implications of transitions from colonial rule to independence.
In some cases, the DAC dataset includes reports of aid flows before an aid recipient
became independent. This implies that, for some countries, we have constructed an
instrument based on initial shares in donor budgets in the period 1960-70 even though
the country only became independent later. To the extent that recorded aid flows before
independence are incomplete or measured less accurately, this may affect our results.

23The countries that we return to the sample are the Bahamas, Bahrain, Barbados, Belize, Bhutan,
Comoros, Djibouti, Gambia, Kiribati, Macao, Malta, Suriname, Swaziland, Tonga, and Vanuatu.
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Hence, as an alternative, we calculate the aid variable (and the initial shares in donor
budgets needed to construct an instrument) only after discarding aid data in the years
before a recipient’s independence.24 The results, shown in row 3 of Table 8, are again
similar to those found before.

Table 8: Robustness checks

Row Model C G C+G I X M M-X

1

Static
0.708 -0.0583 0.662∗∗ 0.279 -0.0464 0.622∗∗∗ 1.085∗∗∗

(0.435) (0.150) (0.284) (0.252) (0.267) (0.210) (0.285)
F 18.18 14.99 19.84 14.67 30.69 29.27 18.14

Dyn.
0.856 -0.0566 0.775∗ 0.700∗ 0.346 1.115∗∗∗ 1.543∗∗∗

(0.655) (0.172) (0.436) (0.394) (0.402) (0.385) (0.513)
F 11.84 13.89 12.12 11.21 30.97 19.52 13.45

2

Static
0.532 -0.0909 0.531∗∗ 0.412∗ 0.283 1.081∗∗∗ 1.076∗∗∗

(0.326) (0.152) (0.237) (0.232) (0.369) (0.295) (0.250)
F 11.27 11.85 13.50 10.72 13.14 15.65 12.58

Dyn.
0.889 -0.138 0.925∗ 0.730∗ 0.611 1.856∗∗∗ 1.663∗∗∗

(0.606) (0.204) (0.495) (0.377) (0.523) (0.575) (0.496)
F 7.116 9.122 7.552 7.704 11.01 9.891 8.094

3

Static
0.795∗ -0.149 0.744∗∗ 0.187 -0.155 0.554∗∗ 1.099∗∗∗

(0.470) (0.191) (0.317) (0.267) (0.299) (0.253) (0.291)
F 18.00 16.03 20.02 15.49 30.89 27.57 19.34

Dyn.
1.052 -0.194 0.885∗ 0.612∗ 0.161 1.043∗∗∗ 1.588∗∗∗

(0.690) (0.232) (0.469) (0.351) (0.465) (0.387) (0.518)
F 12.33 14.37 12.39 12.05 27.18 19.40 14.66

4

Static
0.303 -0.0756 0.346∗ 0.561∗∗ -0.0650 0.722∗∗ 0.988∗∗∗

(0.235) (0.168) (0.199) (0.224) (0.243) (0.351) (0.302)
F 26.34 22.10 38.18 28.95 51.17 76.25 24.78

Dyn.
0.188 -0.0130 0.0931 0.807∗∗∗ 0.132 0.798 1.058∗∗∗

(0.344) (0.230) (0.395) (0.302) (0.362) (0.496) (0.371)
F 19.54 19.17 27.73 20.02 39.72 64.83 20.51

5

Static
0.719 -0.0654 0.784∗∗ 0.558∗∗ -0.134 0.990∗∗∗ 1.334∗∗∗

(0.576) (0.206) (0.392) (0.247) (0.432) (0.370) (0.499)
F 7.602 5.275 6.749 5.463 6.495 5.317 5.559

Dyn.
1.303 0.0131 1.417∗∗ 0.845∗ 0.392 1.566∗∗ 1.591∗∗

(0.820) (0.328) (0.651) (0.458) (0.653) (0.720) (0.610)
F 8.061 5.944 7.580 3.845 3.296 2.516 5.224

Continued on next page

24The year of independence is taken to be the first year that a country is listed in the Polity IV
dataset (Marshall, Gurr and Jaggers, 2013). For countries not included in Polity IV, we use the CIA
World Factbook (https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook/).
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

Row Model C G C+G I X M M-X

6

Static
0.541 -0.0326 0.576∗∗ 0.561∗∗ 0.00975 0.930∗∗∗ 1.205∗∗∗

(0.425) (0.213) (0.273) (0.251) (0.329) (0.279) (0.337)
F 19.05 17.50 23.05 18.73 51.88 50.16 19.61

Dyn.
0.748 0.0249 0.665 0.837∗∗ 0.362 1.087∗∗∗ 1.412∗∗∗

(0.599) (0.255) (0.400) (0.389) (0.421) (0.385) (0.461)
F 11.56 14.93 15.97 13.73 39.54 42.81 17.07

7

Static
0.476 -0.0607 0.557∗∗ 0.424∗∗ -0.0305 0.828∗∗∗ 0.984∗∗∗

(0.320) (0.201) (0.239) (0.186) (0.338) (0.212) (0.217)
F 19.85 13.41 21.40 16.78 27.42 33.04 20.93

Dyn.
0.617 -0.108 0.635∗∗ 0.488∗∗ 0.302 0.856∗∗∗ 1.065∗∗∗

(0.445) (0.233) (0.301) (0.228) (0.415) (0.287) (0.245)
F 10.21 10.87 12.58 13.40 27.31 25.62 15.26

8

Static
0.619 0.0197 0.665∗∗ 0.208 0.0245 0.577∗∗ 1.043∗∗∗

(0.443) (0.133) (0.334) (0.268) (0.259) (0.234) (0.255)
F 18.72 14.41 21.00 14.20 29.01 25.49 18.28

Dyn.
0.926 0.0339 0.949∗ 0.550 0.532 0.964∗∗ 1.470∗∗∗

(0.682) (0.150) (0.544) (0.382) (0.385) (0.395) (0.496)
F 12.03 12.50 12.87 11.99 29.62 15.87 14.13

9

Static
0.613 0.0626 0.618∗∗ 0.166 0.0614 0.621∗∗ 1.013∗∗∗

(0.464) (0.111) (0.308) (0.270) (0.246) (0.244) (0.233)
F 18.28 14.34 23.80 15.08 35.05 25.79 20.80

Dyn.
1.027 0.0584 0.949∗ 0.0941 0.546 1.120∗∗∗ 1.331∗∗∗

(0.718) (0.122) (0.509) (0.391) (0.420) (0.396) (0.461)
F 11.23 11.86 13.24 16.15 27.40 13.28 17.81

10

Static
0.602 0.120 0.557 0.217 0.158 0.625∗∗ 1.084∗∗∗

(0.528) (0.0854) (0.372) (0.276) (0.236) (0.302) (0.323)
F 15.34 10.90 15.81 10.81 20.15 14.09 13.07

Dyn.
0.943 0.135 0.765 0.215 0.656 1.179∗∗ 1.323∗∗

(0.846) (0.0905) (0.597) (0.398) (0.415) (0.486) (0.548)
F 8.524 8.619 9.171 10.15 14.98 9.339 12.28

11

Static
0.537 0.0822 0.632∗∗ 0.141 -0.0362 0.651∗∗∗ 0.919∗∗∗

(0.371) (0.171) (0.301) (0.255) (0.277) (0.182) (0.228)
F 20.19 15.82 19.94 15.06 19.02 20.65 18.05

Dyn.
0.925 0.106 1.009∗ 0.515 0.375 1.013∗∗∗ 1.426∗∗∗

(0.643) (0.183) (0.513) (0.373) (0.455) (0.355) (0.430)
F 14.77 14.89 13.58 13.71 22.71 17.40 13.56

Continued on next page
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Table 8 – continued from previous page

Row Model C G C+G I X M M-X

12

Static
0.533 0.121 0.626∗∗ 0.101 -0.0299 0.647∗∗∗ 0.959∗∗∗

(0.380) (0.157) (0.294) (0.262) (0.262) (0.206) (0.210)
F 19.29 15.10 20.59 15.25 22.03 20.93 18.45

Dyn.
1.070 0.102 1.068∗∗ 0.0970 0.406 1.348∗∗∗ 1.280∗∗∗

(0.665) (0.171) (0.496) (0.356) (0.492) (0.333) (0.400)
F 12.50 13.38 12.40 14.73 21.29 13.59 14.78

13

Static
0.534 0.155 0.594 0.154 0.110 0.670∗∗∗ 1.083∗∗∗

(0.473) (0.132) (0.399) (0.264) (0.283) (0.250) (0.319)
F 14.30 9.650 12.77 11.57 14.79 13.57 12.58

Dyn.
1.154 0.103 0.920 0.257 0.653 1.454∗∗∗ 1.330∗∗

(0.902) (0.110) (0.657) (0.350) (0.545) (0.446) (0.540)
F 7.046 8.070 7.177 9.970 12.49 9.778 10.64

14

Static
1.015 0.0775 0.904 -0.182 -0.0195 0.398 1.235∗∗

(0.729) (0.106) (0.624) (0.340) (0.330) (0.370) (0.499)
F 9.582 6.157 7.454 5.216 9.684 6.543 7.461

Dyn.
1.073 0.0957 1.000 -0.264 0.237 0.724 1.335∗

(0.919) (0.0917) (0.835) (0.603) (0.686) (0.582) (0.756)
F 6.350 5.934 5.566 3.444 5.367 3.692 6.222

15

Static
1.520∗∗ -0.109 1.525∗∗ 0.117 -0.584 0.436 1.884∗∗∗

(0.743) (0.209) (0.620) (0.441) (0.745) (0.572) (0.602)
F 8.391 9.127 9.714 7.941 9.928 7.828 9.030

Dyn.
1.445 -0.235 1.472∗∗ 0.652 -0.129 1.031 2.543∗∗

(0.876) (0.253) (0.711) (0.492) (1.137) (0.877) (0.971)
F 8.274 8.398 8.622 7.070 8.076 7.083 7.539

16

Static
1.583∗∗ -0.0706 1.282∗∗ -0.187 -0.128 0.308 0.981∗∗

(0.795) (0.315) (0.626) (0.478) (0.472) (0.390) (0.457)
F 9.665 12.58 9.033 8.418 11.12 13.20 8.509

Dyn.
1.766∗ -0.193 1.370∗ -0.0103 1.117 1.149 1.347∗∗

(1.027) (0.436) (0.755) (0.649) (0.905) (0.696) (0.660)
F 8.599 10.75 6.999 6.179 9.434 10.44 5.168

Note: The entries in this table show the long-run effect of aid on household consumption (C), govern-
ment consumption (G), total consumption (C + G), gross capital formation (I), exports (X), imports
(M) and net imports (M − X) in models with (“Dyn.”) and without (“Static”) a lagged depend-
ent variable. All variables expressed relative to GDP. CCE IV estimation on three-year averaged data
(1971-2012) using an instrument based on initial shares in donor budgets calculated over the period
1960-70, unless reported otherwise below. 1099 observations from 88 countries, unless reported other-
wise below. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered by country and corrected for degrees
of freedom, in brackets. Standard errors (SE) for the long-run effects obtained via the delta method.
∗, ∗∗, and ∗ ∗ ∗ denote significance at 10, 5 and 1%, respectively. F shows the first-stage F-statistic.
Row 1 repeats the main results from Tables 1-7 for ease of comparison.
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Row 2 includes small countries (1248 observations from 103 countries).
Row 3 constructs the endogenous aid variable in the second stage and the initial shares in donor budgets
on which the instrument is based after discarding all aid data in the years before a recipient country’s
independence (1033 observations from 81 countries).
Row 4 replaces aid and the instrument by their first lag; sample starting with the period 1974-76 (1039
observations from 88 countries).
Row 5 includes both aid and its first lag, instrumented by the current and one period lagged values
of the synthetic instrument; sample starting with the period 1974-76 (978 observations from 80 coun-
tries). F is the Kleibergen-Paap Wald rk F statistic.
Row 6 replaces aid and the instrument by the unweighted average of its current and one period lagged
values; sample starting with the period 1974-76 (1032 observations from 88 countries).
Row 7 uses the final year values in each period for the dependent variables instead of the three-year
averages (1065 observations from 86 countries).
Row 8 excludes the first period (1971-73) from estimation (1032 observations from 88 countries).
Row 9 excludes the first two periods (1971-73 and 1974-76) from estimation (965 observations from
88 countries).
Row 10 excludes the first three periods (1971-73, 1974-76 and 1977-79) from estimation (892 obser-
vations from 88 countries).
Row 11 uses an instrument based on initial shares calculated over the period 1960-73 and a sample
that starts with the period 1974-76 (1061 observations from 91 countries).
Row 12 uses an instrument based on initial shares calculated over the period 1960-73 and a sample
that starts with the period 1977-79 (993 observations from 91 countries).
Row 13 uses an instrument based on initial shares calculated over the period 1960-73 and a sample
that starts with the period 1980-82 (919 observations from 91 countries).
Row 14 uses an instrument based on initial shares calculated over the period 1960-71 and a sample
that starts with the period 1983-85 (846 observations from 91 countries).
Row 15 uses an instrument based on the largest ten donors only.
Row 16 removes outliers (1004 observations from 81 countries).

An important objection to cross-country aid research is that it rarely considers
delayed effects of aid in sufficient detail, as Clemens et al. (2012) argue. In our case,
absorption might be temporarily postponed. The next set of robustness tests addresses
this point in various ways. We estimate models with lagged aid rather than current
aid; current and lagged aid; using six-year averages of aid on the right-hand-side; and
replacing each three-year average of the dependent variable with its value at the end of
each three-year period. These alternative ways of capturing delayed effects of aid tend
to point to stronger effects of aid on investment, but we interpret this cautiously: as
we discuss later, our findings on investment lack robustness.

The details of these results are shown in rows 4-7 of Table 8. In row 4, we re-
place current aid by its one-period lag, instrumented by the first lag of the synthetic
instrument. Row 5 includes both current and one-period-lagged aid, instrumented with
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current and one-period-lagged values of the instrument.25 Row 6 replaces aid and the
instrument by the average of their current and one period lagged values, corresponding
to a six-year average.26 Row 7 measures the dependent variable in the final year of
each three-year period instead of taking the average over all three years. Overall, we
find some evidence that aid has a delayed effect on investment, while the effects on
consumption are sometimes more muted than before.

We now turn to various potential criticisms of our instrument. One possible concern
is that serial correlation in country-specific circumstances might undermine exogeneity,
as Card (2001) notes. The second is that the strength of the instrument could decline
over time. Our IV strategy relies on the idea that shares in donor budgets in 1960-
70 are informative about exposure to later changes in total donor budgets. If, for
example, strategic or economic connections between countries change over time, then
the instrument may have less explanatory power for aid in later periods of the sample.
We address both of these concerns as follows. Rows 8 to 10 in Table 8 repeat the main
analysis but exclude, respectively, the first, the first two, and the first three periods
from the panel data sample. As additional checks, row 11 uses an instrument based on
initial shares calculated over the period 1960-73 and an estimation sample that starts
with the period 1974-76, while rows 12 to 14 exclude the first, the first two and the first
three periods from this sample. All of these checks are likely to increase robustness at
the expense of efficiency. In particular, we might expect instrument strength to weaken
as more periods are excluded, and this is what we find. The estimated second-stage
coefficients are fairly stable, however, when dropping early time periods. We continue
to find that aid is absorbed, via higher consumption and higher imports, without much
effect on exports. We also note that, if serially-correlated shocks were a major problem
in our static models, there should be a larger contrast with dynamic models than is
evident in our earlier tables.

Another possible criticism is that, in constructing our instrument, we have considered
too many donors. By considering all DAC-affiliated donors, we have included some
donors whose budgets could be dominated by a small number of recipient countries. In
that case, the domestic circumstances of these aid recipients may influence the evolution

25This places heavy demands on the data: CCE IV estimation of the dynamic model now requires
estimating seven country-specific parameters for each country. This implies that only countries with at
least 8 observations can be included in estimation, reducing the sample by more than 100 observations.
Moreover, high correlations between aid and its lag, and between the instrument and its lag, will
contribute to large standard errors. But reassuringly for the validity of our instrument, in the first
stage only the instrument in period t is significant for aid in period t, and only the instrument in period
t− 1 matters for aid in t− 1.

26In rows 4-6, the first period of the sample is dropped and the sample starts in the period 1974-76.
This avoids overlap between the period over which the initial shares in donor budgets are calculated
(1960-70) and the periods over which aid receipts are measured.
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of the donor’s aid budget over time, which risks endogeneity. This is likely to be a
particular concern for smaller donors, who may concentrate most of their aid in a few
recipient countries. To investigate this issue, row 15 in Table 8 shows results using an
instrument based on the top ten donors. These are defined as those with the largest
average annual share in global aid over the period 1960-2012.27 As expected, this
instrument is slightly weaker than the one based on all donors, and the second-stage
coefficients are estimated less precisely. Nevertheless, we continue to find large effects
of aid on consumption, imports and net imports.

Our next robustness tests acknowledge the potential importance of outliers. Given
that we emphasize 2SLS results, outliers could arise in either the first stage or the second
stage. Some of our robustness checks give rise to large first-stage F statistics, which
may be a warning sign of outliers. To address this, we use the robust instrumental
variable estimator of Cohen Freue et al. (2013), after partialling out fixed effects and
cross-section means. The estimator can be used to identify multivariate outliers using
the Mahalanobis distances of individual country-period observations (on the observable
variables considered jointly) from the robust IV estimates, with respect to robust cov-
ariance estimates.28 Across our various dependent variables, seven countries regularly
emerge as giving rise to one or more outlying country-period observations: Burundi, the
Central African Republic, Chad, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Jordan, Madagas-
car, and Mauritania.The results when we exclude these countries are shown in the last
row of Table 8. In line with our earlier findings, the instrument retains explanatory power
in the first stage, and we cannot reject strong effects of aid on net imports, household
consumption and total consumption. The effects on net imports are sufficiently strong
that we cannot reject the null hypothesis of full absorption. There is no evidence that
aid raises the investment rate, and this remains the case in models (not reported) that
allow for delayed effects.

We now consider a more radical departure from our earlier approach. Thus far,
we have mainly emphasized estimators that use a within transformation (the CCE
IV estimator can be interpreted as a generalization of fixed-effects instrumental vari-
able approaches to panel data). For the static models, an alternative way to address
country-specific effects would be to first difference the model. Under our maintained
assumptions, an estimator based on first differences (FD) should have the same prob-
ability limit as a within groups (FE) estimator, but is likely to be more efficient if the

27These donors are the United States, Japan, France, Germany, the International Development As-
sociation (IDA), the EU institutions, the United Kingdom, the United Arab Emirates, the Netherlands,
and Canada. Over the period 1960-2012, these ten donors accounted for more than three-quarters of
total aid, on average.

28See Cohen Freue et al. (2013) for more details of this approach.
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error term is highly persistent.29 Perhaps more importantly, a comparison of FD and FE
estimates is potentially informative about the validity of our assumptions, and helps to
address some potential concerns. In particular, our dependent and independent variables
both contain nominal GDP in the denominator, as does the instrument. This would be
problematic if some function of nominal GDP cannot legitimately be excluded from our
models for the dependent variables: in that case, the instrument would be correlated
with the error term. But if this is a problem, FD estimates should look rather different
to FE: given the persistence of nominal GDP, first differencing will eliminate much of
the function of GDP from the error term, thereby weakening the correlation between
the instrument and the error term.

If we first difference the model implied by equations (1)-(2), we obtain:

∆Qit/Yit = β∆ (Ait/Yit) + φi∆ft + ∆uit (3)

and if we define a new set of factors f ′
t ≡ ∆ft, we can estimate the model in first

differences using the CCE IV estimator as before. Results based on first differences are
shown in rows 1 and 2 of Table 9. The first three-year period in these regressions is
1974-76, to avoid overlap with the years used to construct the instrument. In the case
of row 1, the effect of aid on total consumption is still present, but the effect on net
imports is less precisely estimated than before, and the effect on imports is smaller.
In row 2, we have dropped the same seven outliers identified previously. This greatly
strengthens the results: now aid has significant effects on total consumption, household
consumption, imports and net imports. The effect of aid on net imports is somewhat
lower in magnitude than in our baseline results. Hence, these estimates suggest that
absorption may be less than complete, although given the high standard error, it remains
true that we cannot reject the null of full absorption.

Table 9: First-differenced models

Row Sample C G C+G I X M M-X

1
Full

0.618 0.0597 0.653∗ -0.217 -0.0685 0.385∗ 0.689
(0.418) (0.107) (0.347) (0.272) (0.329) (0.195) (0.431)

F 21.12 22.01 22.83 17.31 18.45 16.44 23.95

2
No 1.273∗∗ 0.157 1.308∗∗∗ -0.856∗ 0.250 0.750∗ 0.607∗∗

outliers (0.498) (0.164) (0.460) (0.497) (0.407) (0.407) (0.252)
F 9.049 10.42 9.760 8.054 9.381 7.888 9.080

29See, for example, Wooldridge (2010, pp. 321-326). The result is likely to apply even for CCE
estimators.
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Note: The entries in this table show the effect of aid on household consumption (C), government
consumption (G), total consumption (C + G), gross capital formation (I), exports (X), imports (M)
and net imports (M−X) in static first-differenced models. All variables expressed relative to GDP. CCE
IV estimation on three-year averaged data (1974-2012) using an instrument based on initial shares in
donor budgets calculated over the period 1960-70. Heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors, clustered
by country and corrected for degrees of freedom, in brackets. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗ ∗ ∗ denote significance at
10, 5 and 1%, respectively. F shows the first-stage F-statistic.
Row 1 is the first-differenced equivalent of row 1 in Table 8 (1032 observations from 88 countries).
Row 2 removes outliers. It is the first-differenced equivalent of row 16 in Table 8 (943 observations
from 81 countries).

The first-differenced results make it harder to claim that our earlier results are
spurious. One of our maintained assumptions is that one or more macroeconomic ratios
can be written as linear functions of aid intensity, as in the neoclassical growth model.
An observer sceptical about such relationships might be worried about a ‘false positive’,
because all the variables in our regressions take the form of ratios to nominal GDP. In
principle, if our model does not coincide with the data-generating process, movements
in nominal GDP could lead to spurious correlations between the dependent variables
and aid intensity, even when there is no underlying relation.30 We start by noting that
a story based on spurious correlations does not explain the pattern of results across the
different macroeconomic ratios: we consistently find that the ratios of consumption and
net imports to GDP are increasing in aid intensity, in line with theoretical predictions,
while the effects of aid on the other ratios are weaker, again in line with theory. A story
based on ‘false positives’ would have to argue that these patterns are a coincidence, and
would have to explain why spurious correlations emerge for some ratios and not others,
and why the magnitudes of the estimated effects remain plausible; the necessary story
would probably have to be rather contrived.

The spurious correlation argument is less applicable once the variables have been
first-differenced. But we now investigate another approach, which is to work with an
approximation to (1) and (2). This will allow us to separate the effects of GDP from
those of aid, by expressing the dependent variable in logarithms. Consider a version
with fixed effects rather than common factors:

Qit/Yit = β (Ait/Yit) + ηi + uit (4)

We can assume both sides of this equation are strictly positive, the empirically relevant
30Discussions of potentially spurious relationships between ratios with common denominators date

back to Pearson (1897) and Yule (1910), while Kronmal (1993) is a systematic treatment. In the aid
literature, the problem was noted by Arndt et al. (2010) in particular.
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case. If we take logarithms of both sides, we have:

log (Qit/Yit) = log [1 + β (Ait/Yit) + (ηi − 1) + uit] (5)

Consider cases where the ratio of aid to GDP is modest, and ηi ≈ 1. Then, we can use
log(1 + x) ≈ x for small x to arrive at the approximation:

log (Qit/Yit) ≈ β (Ait/Yit) + (ηi − 1) + uit (6)

This model can be estimated as before, now with fixed effects η′
i = ηi − 1. Note that,

for the approximation to be reliable, we need the sum of ηi and aid intensity to be
reasonably close to unity. We therefore focus on two dependent variables in particular:
the ratio of total consumption to GDP and the ratio of domestic absorption (C+I+G)
to GDP. The latter can be seen as the mirror image of the earlier results for net imports.

Table 10: Log dependent variables

Row Model Without cross-sectional mean of log Y With cross-sectional mean of log Y

log (C + G) log (C + I + G) log (C + G) log (C + I + G)

1

Static
0.00693∗∗ 0.00923∗∗∗ 0.00243 0.00516
(0.00324) (0.00257) (0.00311) (0.00429)

F 19.21 17.71 15.74 15.08

Dyn.
0.00794∗ 0.0125∗∗∗ 0.00446 0.00534
(0.00471) (0.00445) (0.00418) (0.00540)

F 11.95 13.04 9.350 9.262

2

Static
0.0136∗ 0.00800∗ 0.0169 0.00321
(0.00746) (0.00475) (0.0110) (0.00926)

F 10.30 9.561 3.937 3.171

Dyn.
0.0141 0.00977∗ 0.0183 0.00325

(0.00871) (0.00570) (0.0126) (0.0106)
F 7.981 6.045 3.730 1.592

Note: The entries in this table show the long-run effect of aid on the log of total consumption
(log (C + G)) and the log of domestic absorption (log (C + I + G)) in models with (“Dyn.”) and
without (“Static”) a lagged dependent variable. All variables expressed relative to GDP. CCE IV
estimation on three-year averaged data (1971-2012) using an instrument based on initial shares in
donor budgets calculated over the period 1960-70. The first two columns control for log (Y ). The
final two columns in addition control for the cross-sectional mean of log (Y ), with country-specific
coefficients, and only include countries with at least 7 time series observations. Heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors, clustered by country and corrected for degrees of freedom, in brackets. Standard
errors (SE) for the long-run effects obtained via the delta method. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗ ∗ ∗ denote significance
at 10, 5 and 1%, respectively. F shows the first-stage F-statistic.
Row 1 uses the full sample (1099 observations from 88 countries, 1087 observations from 86 countries
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when controlling for the cross-sectional mean of log (Y )).
Row 2 removes outliers (1004 observations from 81 countries, 992 observations from 79 countries when
controlling for the cross-sectional mean of log (Y )).

This approach has a significant advantage. As a test of whether the correlations are
spurious, we can introduce a role for the logarithm of Yit as an explanatory variable.
This can be interpreted as a regression of, say, the logarithm of total consumption on
the logarithm of GDP, and the aid/GDP ratio in levels, in which case the concern about
spurious correlations with aid does not apply.31 In CCE and CCE IV estimates, we
could also include the cross-section mean of the logarithm of Yit with country-specific
coefficients. For a number of reasons, we should expect this to work less well than our
main approach. It is based on an approximation, which in itself will weaken the estimated
models under our maintained assumptions, while the CCE case implies a large increase
in the number of parameters to estimate.

If our earlier results arose from spurious correlations, we should find that expressing
the dependent variable in logarithms, and controlling for the logarithm of GDP on the
right-hand-side, leads to different findings. But it is clear from the first two columns
of results in Table 10 that aid continues to have an effect on total consumption, and
on total absorption. The magnitudes of the coefficients cannot be compared directly
to our earlier models, now that the dependent variable is in logarithms, but a simple
calculation indicates that the average marginal effects remain similar to those previously
reported. The main qualification to the findings is that, if we also add the cross-section
mean of the logarithm of nominal GDP, with country-specific coefficients, the instrument
weakens, and the estimated effects become imprecise. This is not surprising, given the
large number of parameters to estimate in the first stage and the second stage; we note
that the signs of the effects do not change, and also that this is a much more stringent
robustness test than those generally implemented in the cross-country literature. To
investigate it further might require a switch to annual data, and the use of a model with
richer dynamics — ideally over a longer time span — but we leave this for future work.

There are other ways to respond to the potential concern about spurious correlations,
such as including the reciprocal of nominal GDP as an additional explanatory variable.
The inclusion of the denominator of ratios is the approach suggested by Kronmal (1993)
in a cross-section setting, although it is tied to a particular data generating process. In
our case, including the reciprocal of nominal GDP will again increase the standard errors,
particularly in CCE estimates given the additional cross-section mean and associated

31It might be asked why we do not work with a model which includes aid in logarithms as well. That
log-linear model would imply a multiplicative relationship in levels, which is hard to justify in terms of
economic theory. It would also have some unconvincing implications: for example, if aid is close to
zero, then consumption will be predicted to be close to zero.
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country-specific coefficients, and the inclusion of the reciprocal of nominal GDP in the
first stage of 2SLS. But the results, reported in Appendix B, are generally quite similar
to our baseline estimates. We continue to find significant effects on net imports and
consumption, and little evidence for effects on government consumption, investment
and exports. In some cases, the point estimates for the consumption effects become
larger, and the associated confidence intervals are wider than before; in a few cases, the
instrument noticeably weakens. But the reciprocal of nominal GDP is often insignificant,
especially in CCE estimates.

A final way to see if output plays a confounding role is to examine large changes in
real GDP, perhaps arising from economic crisis or civil war. If such events generate large
swings in aid and expenditure components relative to GDP, they could make a major
contribution to the within variation. In that case, the effects of aid might be identified
mainly from extreme events, but responses to aid may also be different at those times.
Since our interest is primarily in the effects of aid in ‘normal times’, we investigate what
happens when we gradually eliminate countries which sometimes exhibit rapid declines
in real GDP (‘output collapses’). For each country-period observation, we calculate the
percentage change in real GDP from the previous to the current three-year period. For a
static model estimated by CCE IV, Figure B.1 in appendix B shows the evolution of the
estimated effect of aid as we progressively drop the countries with the largest output
collapses. Figure B.2 does the same for the long-run effect of aid estimated from a
model with a lagged dependent variable. If the impact of aid differed in times of crisis,
or the results driven by large movements in the denominator of the ratios, we would
expect the estimated coefficients to move substantially. We find little evidence of this.
The effects on net imports are fairly stable in the static and dynamic models, and the
confidence intervals always exclude zero and include unity. Arguably, compared to our
earlier findings, the main differences are the wider confidence intervals for the effects
of aid on household consumption, total consumption and imports. The point estimates
are reasonably stable, however.

In this section, we have carried out a range of robustness tests, effectively choosing
different points on the trade-off between robustness and efficiency. By implementing
even more demanding versions of CCE and CCE IV estimators, with many additional
parameters, we have implemented tests that go beyond those typically used in the
literature. It is not surprising that the effects sometimes become imprecise, but the
point estimates are quite stable, and rarely change sign. Across a range of models
and approaches, we continue to find that aid is absorbed in line with the predictions of
macroeconomic theory, and with effect sizes that have plausible magnitudes. Nor do the
robustness tests alter our other substantive findings: we rarely find that aid promotes
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investment, or leads to Dutch Disease effects. More precise estimates are likely to
require longer spans of data; another possibility would be to combine our instrument
with the recent approaches of Galiani et al. (2015) or Jarotschkin and Kraay (2015). In
the meantime, we note that our results are consistent with previous research, notably
Werker et al. (2009), while adopting a new approach to identification and estimating
models with a large number of parameters.

7 Conclusions

Using cross-country data to study aid effectiveness is fraught with difficulties, and yet
some research questions are hard to answer any other way. This paper has aimed to
make progress on two fronts. First, we have introduced a new ‘supply push’ instrument
for aid, and combined it with a panel time series estimator that filters out unobserved
common factors even when their effects differ across countries. This approach represents
an advance on much of the existing applied literature. Second, we use the instrument to
investigate the effects of aid on various macroeconomic ratios. This is informative about
the extent of domestic absorption, the effects of aid on consumption and investment,
and whether aid might be associated with Dutch Disease.

The balance of evidence can be summarized as follows. For the trade variables, we
find robust effects of aid on the ratio of net imports to GDP, across a wide range of
estimators and robustness tests. This suggests that aid is absorbed at least partially,
assuaging concerns that most aid exits as capital flight or is used primarily to accumulate
foreign reserves. In fact, we cannot reject the hypothesis of full absorption, in which
aid increases net imports one-for-one. Absorption seems to arise mainly via increased
imports. We find little support for the idea that aid lowers exports through Dutch
Disease effects, although the relevant estimates are imprecise.

We also investigate the relationship between aid and the separate components of
domestic expenditure. Our estimates indicate that aid increases total consumption,
across a wide range of estimators and robustness tests. The effect of aid on household
consumption is less precisely estimated, unless we exclude multivariate outliers identified
by a robust estimator. The evidence that aid promotes investment is noticeably weaker.
Although we sometimes find significant effects on investment, especially in dynamic
models, they are generally not robust to changes in specification or the exclusion of
outliers.

In terms of implications for future research, the supply-push instrument appears to
work well. For many of the dependent variables studied, instrumenting for aid has a
substantial effect on the results, confirming that aid should not be treated as exogenous.
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The instrument is strong enough to generate some informative findings, and as future
years of data become available, the prospects for robust, precise estimates will improve
further. With all of this in mind, the instrument could have many possible applications
in the future study of aid.
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For online publication

Appendix A The average shares instrument

This appendix sketches an argument that a supply-push instrument should be based
on initial shares rather than average shares. First note that, if the initial share were
instead the current share, the synthetic instrument would be equal to the variable it is
instrumenting (current aid receipts) and hence endogenous. But the current share is one
component of the average share: in the simple case of one donor with a total budget
Dt at date t, taking the average of the shares over time means that the instrument for
recipient i at date t is (1/T ) · (ai1 + ...+ aiT ) ·Dt/Yit, in which one component of the
sum is therefore aitDt/Yit, or current aid at date t. Hence, using average shares implies
the value of the instrument at each date is a function of the endogenous variable at that
date: this will typically imply some degree of endogeneity, although it may achieve bias
reduction. In addition, at least some of the aid shares in other periods, ais for s 6= t,
are likely to be a function of the transient error at date t, and this could reinforce the
likely failure of exogeneity when using average shares.
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Appendix B Additional robustness checks

Table B.1: Controlling for 1/Y

Row Model C G C+G I X M M-X

1

Static
0.708 -0.0583 0.662∗∗ 0.279 -0.0464 0.622∗∗∗ 1.085∗∗∗

(0.435) (0.150) (0.284) (0.252) (0.267) (0.210) (0.285)
F 18.18 14.99 19.84 14.67 30.69 29.27 18.14

Dyn.
0.856 -0.0566 0.775∗ 0.700∗ 0.346 1.115∗∗∗ 1.543∗∗∗

(0.655) (0.172) (0.436) (0.394) (0.402) (0.385) (0.513)
F 11.84 13.89 12.12 11.21 30.97 19.52 13.45

2

Static
1.583∗∗ -0.0706 1.282∗∗ -0.187 -0.128 0.308 0.981∗∗

(0.795) (0.315) (0.626) (0.478) (0.472) (0.390) (0.457)
F 9.665 12.58 9.033 8.418 11.12 13.20 8.509

Dyn.
1.766∗ -0.193 1.370∗ -0.0103 1.117 1.149 1.347∗∗

(1.027) (0.436) (0.755) (0.649) (0.905) (0.696) (0.660)
F 8.599 10.75 6.999 6.179 9.434 10.44 5.168

3

Static
0.702 -0.0485 0.660∗∗ 0.279 0.00702 0.663∗∗∗ 1.085∗∗∗

(0.431) (0.147) (0.281) (0.246) (0.277) (0.216) (0.286)
F 18.54 14.79 21.04 15.19 30.01 29.17 18.91

Dyn.
0.851 -0.0481 0.773∗ 0.691∗ 0.387 1.124∗∗∗ 1.546∗∗∗

(0.639) (0.168) (0.425) (0.377) (0.420) (0.394) (0.512)
F 12.23 13.68 12.92 12.65 31.42 19.58 14.33

4

Static
1.570∗ -0.0485 1.273∗ -0.188 0.0363 0.370 0.963∗

(0.813) (0.289) (0.653) (0.482) (0.493) (0.424) (0.493)
F 12.61 13.23 11.51 10.85 10.37 13.71 10.14

Dyn.
1.730 -0.150 1.351∗ -0.0224 1.336 1.126 1.306∗

(1.045) (0.401) (0.785) (0.683) (0.947) (0.718) (0.704)
F 11.08 10.88 8.895 9.467 9.438 12.07 7.209

5

Static
0.692 0.0233 0.643 -0.0509 0.0958 0.499 1.007∗∗

(0.560) (0.113) (0.465) (0.392) (0.300) (0.504) (0.451)
F 12.65 9.983 15.12 7.590 16.25 6.817 13.06

Dyn.
0.838 0.00645 0.934 -0.117 0.409 0.829 1.318∗

(0.654) (0.126) (0.642) (0.515) (0.356) (0.580) (0.711)
F 7.699 8.707 8.491 8.250 13.37 5.812 9.979

6

Static
2.190∗∗ 0.0620 2.078∗∗ -1.021 -0.194 0.904 0.933∗

(0.915) (0.262) (0.889) (0.698) (0.530) (0.801) (0.493)
F 6.029 5.572 6.246 5.355 6.559 5.854 6.239

Dyn.
2.477∗ -0.0153 2.313∗∗ -1.108 0.795 1.377 1.169
(1.332) (0.290) (1.120) (1.027) (0.782) (1.011) (0.724)

F 3.757 7.970 3.802 3.210 6.181 5.508 3.878
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Note: The entries in this table show the long-run effect of aid on household consumption (C), govern-
ment consumption (G), total consumption (C + G), gross capital formation (I), exports (X), imports
(M) and net imports (M − X) in models with (“Dyn.”) and without (“Static”) a lagged depend-
ent variable. All variables expressed relative to GDP. CCE IV estimation on three-year averaged data
(1971-2012) using an instrument based on initial shares in donor budgets calculated over the period
1960-70. 1099 observations from 88 countries, unless reported otherwise below. Heteroskedasticity-
robust standard errors, clustered by country and corrected for degrees of freedom, in brackets. Standard
errors (SE) for the long-run effects obtained via the delta method. ∗, ∗∗, and ∗ ∗ ∗ denote significance
at 10, 5 and 1%, respectively. F shows the first-stage F-statistic.
Row 1 repeats the main results from Tables 1-7 for ease of comparison.
Row 2 removes outliers, repeating row 16 of Table 8 (1004 observations from 81 countries).
Row 3 controls for 1/Y in the full sample.
Row 4 controls for 1/Y in the sample without outliers (1004 observations from 81 countries).
Row 5 controls for 1/Y and its cross-sectional mean, allowing the latter to enter with country-specific
coefficients, in the full sample. Only countries with at least 7 time series observations are included
(1087 observations from 86 countries).
Row 6 controls for 1/Y and its cross-sectional mean, allowing the latter to enter with country-specific
coefficients, in the sample without outliers. Only countries with at least 7 time series observations are
included (992 observations from 79 countries).
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Figure B.1: Dropping countries with the largest relative fall in real GDP (static model)
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Note: graphs show how the estimated effects of aid (solid line) on household consumption (C),
government consumption (G), total consumption (C + G), gross capital formation (I), exports (X),
imports (M) and net imports (M − X) change when progressively dropping the countries with the
largest percentage declines in real GDP, based on CCE IV estimation of a static model. Dashed lines
indicate the 90% confidence interval. Horizontal axis shows the number of countries dropped. Graphs
constructed with coefplot for Stata (Jann, 2013).



Figure B.2: Dropping countries with the largest relative fall in real GDP (dynamic
model)
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Note: see note Figure B.1. These graphs show the long-run effects of aid (solid line) with 90% con-
fidence intervals (dashed lines) when progressively dropping the countries with the largest percentage
declines in real GDP, based on CCE IV estimation of a model that includes a lagged dependent variable.
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